SF RYdER 9-MP5
™

SOUND SUPPRESSOR FOR H&K MP5 WITH TRI-LUG ATTACHMENT

9 MM

PRECISION MACHINED
FAST-ATTACH

®

STAY ON
TARGET

HEAT TREATED
STAINLESS STEEL

DESCRIPTION

The stainless-steel-constructed SF RYDER 9-MP5 is a duty-use
suppressor for the H&K MP5 sub-machine gun. The suppressor
attaches to a standard tri-lug barrel via our patented FastAttach® mechanism, similar to the way our best-in-class SOCOM
Series suppressors attach. Our patented stainless steel baffles
are extremely durable and highly effective at attenuating noise,
and built-in spacers help prevent excessive carbon buildup. The
suppressor is easily disassembled for cleaning, and the baffles
are indexed and numbered for ease of reassembly. Designed for
duty use, the RYDER 9-MP5 does not affect bullet performance or
increase point of impact/point of aim as is the case with other submachine gun suppressors. When it comes to durability, performance,
and ease of maintenance, the RYDER 9-MP5 is the clear choice for
suppressing the MP5.
FEATURES
¼ Stainless steel construction, rounded ends and fluted body
reduce weight with no sacrifice in strength
¼ Patented stainless steel baffles are durable and provide
superior sound attenuation and reduced muzzle blast
¼ Built-in spacers help reduce carbon buildup between baffles
¼ Baffles are numbered and indexed for easy reassembly
¼ Included assembly/disassembly tool for cleaning
¼ Attaches to Tri-Lug option sub-machine-gun barrels

Patented pig-nose stainless steel baffles

¼ Coated with durable, Cerakote finish
PART# / UPC
SF RYDER 9-MP5

Black

084871326070

SF RYDER 9-MP5

SPECIFICATIONS

BODY COLORS
CALIBER

9 mm

CONSTRUCTION

Stainless Steel

COATING

Cerakote™ Finish

DIAMETER

1.3 in (3.3 cm)

LENGTH

8 in (20.3 cm)

ADDED TO WEAPON*

6.5 in (16.5 cm)

WEIGHT

16 oz (453 g)

*Actual length may vary, depending on which SureFire adapter is used
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ADDITIONAL PARTS

OTHER VIEWS

TRI-LUG ADAPTERS
SF-TRILUG9-1/2-28

Shown: HK MP5 w/ Ryder 9 MP5

SF-TRILUG9-1/2-36
SF-TRILUG9-M13.5X1LH

PACKAGING SPECS
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W

TYPE

4C corrugated box

HEIGHT

3.25 in (8.6 cm)

WIDTH

10 in (30.5 cm)

DEPTH

3.25 in (8.6 cm)

D
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